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Abstract

The community question answering (CQA) platforms, such as Stack Overflow, have become the primary source of answers to most questions in various topics. CQA platforms offer an opportunity for sharing and acquiring knowledge at a low cost, where users, many of whom are experts in a specific topic, can potentially provide high-quality solutions to a given question. Many recommendation methods have been proposed to match questions to potential good answerers. However, most existing methods have focused on modelling the user-question interaction — a user might answer multiple questions and a question might be answered by multiple users — using simple collaborative filtering approaches, overlooking the rich information in the question’s title and body when modelling the users’ expertise. This project fills the research gap by thoroughly examining machine learning and deep learning approaches that can be applied to the expert recommendation problem. It proposes a Hierarchical Expert Recommendation (HER) model, a deep learning recommender system that recommends experts to answer a given question in the CQA platform. Although choosing a deep learning over a machine learning solution for this problem can be justified considering the degree of complexity of the available datasets, we assess performance of each family of methods and evaluate the trade-off between them to pick the perfect fit for our problem.

We analyzed various machine learning algorithms to determine their performances in the expert recommendation problem, which narrows down the potential ways for tackling this problem using traditional recommendation methods. Furthermore, we investigate the recommendation models based on matrix factorization to establish the baselines for our proposed model and shed light on the weaknesses and strengths of matrix-based solutions, which shape our final deep learning model. In the last section, we introduce the Hierarchical Expert Recommendation System (HER) [34] that utilizes hierarchical attention-based neural networks to represent the questions better and ultimately model the users’ expertise through user-question interactions. We conducted extensive experiments on a large real-world Stack Overflow dataset and benchmarked HER against the state-of-the-art baselines. The results from our extensive experiments show that HER outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines in recommending experts to answer questions in Stack Overflow.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Community question answering (CQA) platforms, such as Stack Overflow (SO), have become the primary source of answers to most questions in various topics. CQA platforms offer an opportunity for sharing and acquiring knowledge at a low cost, where users, many of whom are experts in a specific topic, can potentially provide high-quality solutions to a given question. The main goal of CQA platforms is to provide high-quality answers fast to questions raised by its users. However, it is challenging to achieve this goal and many questions remain unanswered or poorly answered because the experts did not receive the questions relevant to their expertise. This motivated the need for expert recommendation, which aims to find the relevant experts to answer a given question.

Expert recommendation is a widely studied research area. Existing studies have attempted to apply collaborative filtering [39] or simple content-based approaches such as modelling users’ topical expertise [79, 83, 50] to perform expert recommendations. Nevertheless, the existing methods are ineffective in leveraging the rich information in the questions to model users’ expertise. For instance, the existing methods assume the question’s textual description as a bag of words or simple text sequences, ignoring the importance of different sentences and the context of the words used in the sentences.

In this project, first, we review machine learning techniques and traditional recommendation methods to shape the basis of our study. Machine learning methods usually need inputs processed with combinations of feature engineering techniques. On the other hand, deep learning methods take the raw input and process the input and adjust their respective influence on the final output during the learning procedure. We refer to the Matrix Factorization technique in collaborative and content-based filtering by traditional recommendation.

Then we aim to address the research gap by proposing the Hierarchical Expert Recommendation (HER) [34] model, a hierarchical attention-based network [80] that learns latent representations of questions and users’ expertise to perform expert recommendations. Specifically, HER first learns latent user and question representations from their meta-data (e.g., question’s vote counts, user’s reputation scores, etc.) using a deep neural network. We published our architecture as "Hierarchical Expert Recommendation on Community Question Answering Platforms" in the "Proceedings of the Canadian Conference on Artificial Intelligence 2021".

The question title and main body contain rich information about the questions themselves and provide important information about its answerers’ expertise. For instance, a user who answered a Python
data processing-related question is likely to have the expertise in performing data processing with Python. To extract the rich information from the questions, HER first initializes each question’s text features with Word2Vec embeddings [48] and feeds them to a hierarchical attention-based network [76] to learn an attended representation. The attended representation considers the importance of the sentences and words that best represent the question for the expert recommendation task. Finally, the hierarchically-attended question representation are combined with the latent representations learned from the questions and users’ meta-data to predict if a given question is likely to be answered by a given user.

In order to justify the validity of the approach and the final proposed model to solve expert recommendation problem, we designed several experiments to help us analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the different methods and strategies to tackle this problem. We first examine the most suitable machine learning methods for expert recommendation and thoroughly explain why they are not proper candidates for this purpose. In the subsequent chapter, we discuss the traditional recommendation methods like matrix factorization and basic deep learning recommendation methods. Based on the results of our experiments, we found that using a complex network for the deep part of the model can gain a significant improvement to the final result. Finally, considering all the knowledge from previous experiments, we developed our novel architecture that utilizes state-of-the-art techniques in this field of study. We conducted extensive experiments and different ablation investigations to prove the supremacy of our proposed model on real-world data.

1.2 Research Goals

Knowledge acquisition is challenging, even considering the recent multi-domain social networks and community question answering (CQA) platforms available for individuals and businesses. Usually, the knowledge acquisition cycle has three main stages: (a) Asking a question or raising a concern and exposing it to other members; (b) Providing answers by the domain experts to address the stated problem; (c) Evaluating the provided answers and deciding on the best one. There are two main challenges in the knowledge acquisition cycle:

1. Finding the most appropriate candidate who is an expert in the domain that can potentially provide high-quality answers to the provided question. It can be tricky due to the numerous participants and virtually unlimited domains in an online community question answering platform like Stack Overflow.

2. Increasing question exposure to experts. Research [5] shows that approximately 7.5% of Stack Overflow questions remain unanswered, and one of the reasons is that the question can not attract experts. In the other word, experts are not exposed to the questions.

Recommendation systems can be used to recommend questions to experts. These recommenders usually are called Expert Recommendation Systems (ERS). ERS tries to create a convenient experience for users who ask or answer questions in CQA platforms by linking the most appropriate experts with each question and
increasing the chance of answering the question correctly and adequately. These expert recommendation systems usually use the text available in questions as data input. However, recently researchers have found that using hierarchical attention-based networks can increase the recommended items’ accuracy by taking into account the different importance of the words and sentences in the question. These networks consider the text as a hierarchy from word level to sentence level. This feature distinguishes the most important aspect of the available corpora. With this in mind, we state the following particular research goals.

- **Review expert recommendation systems and their varieties:** As we aim to design new and more effective ERS, it is crucial to have a substantial understanding of the expert recommendation systems. In order to achieve this, we review the existing literature on recommendation systems, particularly the ERS to gain a good perspective about the various available techniques in this field, how they work, and how they help users. Using hierarchical attention-based models in recommendation systems, particularly expert recommendation systems, is comparatively new. There are limited or inadequate definitions of hierarchical attention-based recommendations. We fill this gap by reviewing the basic definitions of the data’s hierarchy and attention-based networks before developing a hierarchical attention-based expert recommendation system.

- **Examining the techniques in expert recommendation systems:** Matrix Factorization (MF), Factorization Machine (FM) and their variants like Deep Factorization Machine (DeepFM) are currently the state-of-the-art methods in recommendation systems. To fully understand these baseline methods and find their weaknesses, we start with their elementals and analyze their use in developing recommendation systems.

- **Justifying the proposed methodology:** It is always a controversial topic to which extend we should use deep learning to solve our problems. In this study, we aim to justify our approach by providing a thorough analysis of different techniques with different levels of complexity. The information gained by these experiments helps us shape our expectations of each technique and guide us to the best possible method.

- **Develop more effective expert recommendation system:** Current expert recommendation systems do not utilize texts or use text as a long sequence of words without considering their importance. The hierarchical attention-based expert recommendation system can use the text’s hierarchy and extract the difference in importance of a question’s words and sentences. This novel architecture can take this information into account to learn the various features that relate users to the questions. Our primary goal in developing a new ERS is to increase the question exposure to the domain experts and increase the accuracy of the recommendation.

- **Analyze the performance of the proposed expert recommendation system:** According to the expert recommendation systems’ characteristics, by recommending a list of experts to answer a question,
we evaluate the proposed expert recommendation systems’ effectiveness in their ranking-based methods, e.g., Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Hit Ratio (HR). The accuracy of these models are compared to each other and the aforementioned baselines.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis structure is as follows:

- **Chapter 2: Background and Related Works**
  A comprehensive study about the recommendation systems, their classification, and their various techniques is conducted. Furthermore, this chapter covers many recently published studies about applying these techniques in expert recommendation systems.

- **Chapter 3: Research Methodology and Implementations**
  This chapter begins with our dataset analysis and the way this data is gathered. It covers comprehensive explanations of the proposed recommendation systems. The intention behind choosing each of the several machine learning algorithms in the expert recommendation is explained in detail. It introduces two types of recommendation systems. One is based on traditional techniques, and the other is a fusion of traditional and deep recommendation systems. This section thoroughly analyzes their respective characteristics in tackling this problem. At last, our main contribution, the hierarchical expert recommendation system, is introduced in detail.

- **Chapter 4: Experiment Results and Discussion**
  We focus on explaining the experimental settings for each method and analyzing the results of all the proposed recommendation systems, including the related discussions.

- **Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Directions**
  It concludes the primary research subjects of the thesis. In addition, the potential future paths for further research are noted.
2 Background and Related Works

2.1 Recommendation Systems

Nowadays, we are overwhelmed by data we can access over the internet. Every second, million terabytes of data are generated, and finding what we need has become more complicated. This massive flow of data cannot be filtered or validated before it becomes available for consumers; thus, lots of spam and not related content can appear in user queries. Recommendation systems are designed to help us reach the most appropriate content that conveniently fulfills our needs. For example, finding a movie to watch or finding a good place to dine, even finding someone who can accurately answer a question can be achieved using recommendation systems. In this section, we will review the traditional recommendation systems and their various recommending techniques. As this research study focuses on developing deep hierarchical attention-based expert recommendation systems, we will also review the deep learning-based recommendation systems and hierarchical attention-based networks.

2.1.1 Introduction to Recommendation Systems

Recommendation systems are tools designed to provide personalized suggestions to system users for specific items [11]. Items generally refer to products or services, and users are the individuals or businesses making queries to find their desirable items [59]. Recommendation systems are a necessity in the information space nowadays, and they are crucial to face particular challenges in the platform, such as information overload [3]. Information overload can be defined as the amount of data that an individual or, in other words, a system user cannot entirely observe when he or she wants to make a decision. This term conveys a similar meaning to various fields such as knowledge overload systems [22] that mostly occurs in CQA platforms. For instance, the number of available questions on the CQA platforms is increasing exponentially. This rapid growth in the accessible questions may confuse experts, and leads to frustrating experiences since the overwhelming number of questions makes finding the answerable ones too complicated and even impossible. Recommendation systems can help users or, in our case, experts avoid confusion and frustration caused by searching for a desirable question by providing an exclusive and personalized list of available choices related to them. Recommendation systems are used to provide suggestions to the end-users wherever users interact with items or other users, independent from the domains. For example, movies and TV series [26], music [15], books [70] and foods [24] are some of the application domains of the recommendation systems. Consequently, recommendation systems are crucial parts of popular online platforms and social applications such as Netflix,
Spotify, Amazon, and Yelp. Bobadilla et al. [10] mention several different cases that recommendation systems perform a vital role in shaping a satisfying experience for the end-users and enhancing the performance and revenue of various businesses which utilize them in their respected platforms. As discussed so far, Recommendation systems are indispensable parts of interactive social platforms and are implemented to provide a list of suggested personalized and related items to end-users. However, the domains in which recommendation systems are used can be utterly different from each other. For example, the principles for recommending a restaurant and recommending a scientific paper are totally different; accordingly, researchers proposed various types of recommendation systems depending on the domain. The most popular classification separates recommendation systems into content-based, collaborative, demographic, and hybrid algorithms [2]. This classification is shown in figure 2.1. In the following sections, the stated recommendation strategies are explained.

2.1.2 Traditional Recommendation Systems

There are innumerable research in recommendation systems, and consequently, many diverse recommendation techniques have been introduced so far. Recommendation methods can be categorized into memory-based and model-based approaches from an algorithmic standpoint. Memory-based approaches rely on heuristics to compare objects and determine how relevant they are to a specific end-user. These methods typically work with the user and item interaction matrix. As a result, a memory-based approach is easy to implement due to its simple logic and focus on a single task. However, this simplicity comes at a cost, and it is definitely less flexible compared to a model-based approach. On the other hand, model-based methods employ more complex algorithms than memory-based methods, such as various machine learning or deep learning tools, to build a predictor model from the data. These methods create a predictor model that produces item suggestions for a specific end-user using information from the recommendation systems. In figure 2.1, the well-known memory-based and model-based methods are listed. Other classifications can further categorize recommendation systems, and as previously discussed, the most commonly used classification separates all proposed methods into three main categories [71]:

- **Content-based recommendation systems**: suggest an item or a group of items to a particular user based on the previously selected items by the user. The previously selected items shape the user preference, and the suggested items are the most similar items to the user’s preferences.

- **Collaborative filtering-based recommendation systems**: suggest an item or a group of items to a particular user based on the rating similarities between the user and other users. The user rating to the items shapes the user’s preferences. The suggested items are the items that have high ratings by users who have similar rating patterns to the user’s rating pattern.

- **Hybrid recommendation systems**: These recommendation systems are combinations of other recommendation systems and usually are seen as a combination of collaborative with content-based approach [6].
They suggest items to users based on information about other users and user preferences simultaneously.

In a content-based recommendation system, commonalities among the users and their related items are extracted and shape the user preferences, then similar items to the users which have the same feature set are recommended to the end-users [46]. Recent studies show that using natural language processing techniques can effectively improve the user feature extraction and, as a result, the accuracy of the recommendation [82]. Vector Space Models (VSM) are the most popular techniques for finding similarities between users and items. In this method, each item can be mapped to a vector in a k-dimensional vector space. Hence, each user can be seen as an aggregation of his or her related item vectors. For example, consider \( V_i = v_1, v_2, v_3, ..., v_k \) as an item vector for item \( i \). \( v_j \) where \( 0 < j < k \) reflects the importance of feature \( j \) of the item \( i \). If user \( n \) has a set of related items \( R_n = v_1, v_2, v_3, ..., v_m \), the user \( n \) vector is an aggregation of the \( R_n \) vectors that is \( U_n = agg(R_n) = u_1, u_2, u_3, ..., u_k \). \( agg \) can be a function that inputs the item vectors and output the user vector. In the last step, we need to find the relatedness of the user to each item using similarity measures like Pearson correlation or Cosine Similarity. In our study, we mainly used Cosine similarity measurement, and it is defined as:

\[
\cos(V_i, U_n) = \frac{V_i \cdot U_n}{||V_i|| \times ||U_n||} \tag{2.1}
\]

In a collaborative filtering-based recommendation system, recommendations are based on the assumption that similar users make similar choices. Consequently, this method recommends items to an end-user based
on the other users’ choices who have similar interactions in the system. For instance, a group of users liked a set of movies, and our specific user liked most of them. Following the collaborative filtering logic, the system should recommend the unwatched movies from that set of movies to the user [67]. Similar users are found based on their histories of rating or interacting with the same items. One of the main benefits of collaborative filtering is that it just uses interaction patterns. As a result, we do not need a thorough understanding of the system domain and the item features, and we do not need any content for the items either.

One of the biggest challenges in recommendation systems is cold-start. Cold-start means that there is not enough data available to extract fine-grained user and item features. It can be observed as a sparse dataset. This problem results from lacking user interaction with the system. In this situation, the recommendation system can not extract users’ preferences and recommend items accurately.

Hybrid recommendation systems have been introduced to tackle cold-start and high data sparsity. These methods combine content-based and collaborative filtering recommendation techniques to increase the effectiveness of the model. This combination can be implemented in different ways, such as mixing the results of both methods to increase the recommendation accuracy or concatenate the features extracted from those methods and recommend based on the combined feature sets.

The cold-start problem can not be solved entirely using hybrid recommendation methods. Deep learning methods usually perform better when it comes to sparse data and dense feature extraction. These methods also help us extract as much as possible data out of the available context in the dataset. Moreover, it should
be noted that all of the available information in the dataset are not equally important to consider when it comes to a recommendation. Deep learning can also help us find the most important aspect of the feature set and also help us reduce the noises introduced by spammers or low-quality content in the dataset.

2.2 Expert Recommendation Systems

In this section, we first elaborate on what expert recommendation is, then we review the related work on expert recommendation and its application in community question and answering (CQA) platforms. We will also discuss related studies in the attention-based deep recommendation systems as it is a core component in our proposed Hierarchical Expert Recommendation (HER) model.

2.2.1 Introduction to Expert Recommendation Systems

Expert recommendation systems in CQA platforms can be categorized as a specific type of recommendation system that aims to extract the users’ expertise and recommend a set of problems to domain experts to achieve the best possible answer for each problem [78]. An abstraction of an expert recommendation system can be found in figure 2.4.

With the exponential growth of available data in CQA platforms, lots of research have been focused on improving the quality of CQA services. One of the biggest challenges that CQA platforms are currently
Facing is the ever-increasing volume of unanswered questions. There are several reasons behind this problem. For example, the question body or the tags are not descriptive enough to catch the experts’ attention. As a result, the domain experts are not exposed to the specific question, and the question remains unanswered or poorly answered. Expert recommendation aims to solve this problem by finding the expertise of users and extract the question domain as accurately as possible to recommend the best possible question to the related domain experts and reduce the severity of the aforementioned problem.

One of the strategies used in CQA platforms to ensure the provision of timely and quality answers is the expert recommendation. The issue of recommending experts in these platforms has over the years attracted the attention of researchers. According to previous research [9], people join these platforms because they get timely and high-quality responses to questions posted on them. Recommendation on these platforms involves linking questions to users who are knowledgeable in the domain of the question so that they can provide high-quality answer to the question. Several research works have tried to find experts for questions in different CQA platforms using various approaches such as graph-based algorithms [61], social network analysis or link analysis [44], ranking metrics [86], and statistical models [58] and reported reasonable success. However, achieving high accuracy in recommending experts in CQA platforms is still posing challenging problems. As a result, other methods such as machine learning algorithms are exploited to improve accuracy. Machine learning algorithms have been shown to improve classification and prediction problems in various areas, but limited research exists on assessing state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms for expert finding in CQA.

2.2.2 Machine/Deep Learning Based Expert Recommendation Systems

Currently, researchers are exploring machine learning and deep learning models for recommendation systems. Research [85] has shown that using traditional language models for recommending experts on CQA could lead to word mismatch in question routing as a result of data sparseness. Liu et al. [45] addressed the issue of expert findings in an online CQA Wenwo. The authors explored expert findings through the construction of a binary classifier using post style (for questions and answers) and profile-based features. They reported that the approach resulted in a better routing of questions as many active and new users responded to routed questions. Pal et al. [51] investigated the use of selection bias of questions in grouping users in a CQA.
platform. Using the Gaussian classification model, the authors evaluated their model with the Stack Overflow (SO) dataset. The results of the research reveal that the approach can effectively differentiate experts among other users.

Dijk et al.[20] transformed early detection of topical expertise issues into a classification problem. They extracted textual, behavioural, and time-aware features from the SO dataset to predict whether a user will be an expert in the future. According to the authors, experts are users with ten or more accepted answers on the SO platform. Their goal was to classify users as experts or non-experts. The authors created topic profiles using tags associated with questions. The questions, answers, and comments associated with topics were profiled and ranked using the td-idf scoring system. They implemented and evaluated three classification algorithms: Gaussian Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and Linear Support Vector. The results of their research revealed that Random Forest performed better than Gaussian Naive Bayes and Linear Support Vector. Differing from Dijk et al.s [20], the proposed system in this study utilizes user and question features included time-based features. To the best of our knowledge, no existing research with similar features construction has evaluated the five mentioned machine learning models using the SO dataset.

Term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [63] consists of two statistics, term frequency and inverse document frequency. Term frequency(tf) measures frequency of a word in a document, which is the number of occurrences of a term in a document divided by the whole number of terms in the document for normalization to remove the dependency of frequency on document length. Inverse document frequency(idf) measures the importance of the document in the corpus. Document frequency is the number of occurrences of a term in the documents in the corpus divided by the number of documents for normalization. The inverse of document frequency shows the rareness of a term in the corpus. For instance, if the word is very common and appears in many documents, this number will approach 0. Otherwise, it will approach 1.

$$\text{tf}(t, d) = \frac{f_{t,d}}{\sum_{d'} f_{t,d'}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

$$\text{df}(t) = \sum_{d'} f(t, d')$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

$$\text{idf}(t, D) = \log\left(\frac{N}{1 + \text{df}(t)}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

$$\text{tf-idf}(t, d, D) = \text{tf}(t, d) \cdot \text{idf}(t, D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

Where f is frequency, \( t \) and \( d \) denotes term and document respectively, \( N \) is the total number of documents in the corpus, and \( D \) shows the corpus. At last, these TF-IDF vectors are normalized by "Euclidian Normi".

Based on existing research, the performance of expert finding models is highly dependent on feature selection. For example, [44], [84] in their research established that reputation and domain knowledge of users are relevant features that could be employed in expert finding models. Research [44] derived the knowledge
profile of users from the history of previously accepted questions and answers of the users. In their research, question-answer pairs were converted to vectors using the tf-idf approach considering the relevance of past questions to the target question.

Existing recommender systems learn users and items latent representations based on the user’s ratings on items. For example, Koren et al. [39] proposed a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based Matrix Factorization (MF) method to capture latent user and item representations from the interaction matrix between users and items. This technique will be thoroughly covered in the next section. In CQA platforms, there is an enormous number of users and questions. Therefore, the interaction matrix between users and questions becomes very sparse. It is not practical to learn accurate user and question representations solely based on collaborative filtering-based methods in these platforms.

Recommendation on CQA platforms has mainly centred on linking questions to users proficient in a particular question domain. Various research efforts have attempted to find experts for questions in different CQA platforms using several approaches such as graph-based algorithms [61], statistical models [58], social network analysis or link analysis [44], and ranking metrics [86]. However, recommending experts in CQA platforms with Machine Learning algorithms can not capture the complicated structure of these networks. Dijk et al. [20] transformed early detection of topical expertise issues into a classification problem. They extracted textual, behavioural, and time-aware features from the SO dataset to predict whether a user will be an expert - users with ten or more accepted answers - in the future. They implemented and evaluated the following algorithms: Gaussian Naive Bayes, Random Forest, and Linear Support Vector. Their research revealed that Random Forest performed better than Gaussian Naive Bayes and Linear Support Vector, which verify the needs for more complex models to deal with this problem.

Recent works [21, 68, 73, 75, 81] have investigated deep learning models for the recommendation. They primarily used Deep Neural Networks (DNN) for modelling auxiliary information, such as the textual description of items [73], acoustic features of music [68, 75], cross-domain behaviours of users [21], and the valuable data in knowledge bases [81]. The most related work is [77], which presents a Collaborative Denoising Autoencoder (CDAE) for Collaborative Filtering (CF) with implicit feedback. In contradiction to the DAE-based CF [66], CDAE also plugs a user node to autoencoders’ input to build the user’s ratings. CDAE is equal to the variation of Singular Value Decomposition called SVD++ model introduced in [38] when the identity function is applied to activate the hidden layers of CDAE. Separated from CDAE, NCF [31] utilizes a two-pathway architecture, modelling user-item interactions with a multi-layer feed-forward neural network. This allows NCF to learn an arbitrary function from the data, capturing more complexity and expressive than the fixed inner product function. However, the application of this method in SO, which does not yield proper recommendations using Machine Learning algorithms, has not been explored yet.

To address the limitation of the collaborative filtering-based approach, researchers set their eyes on content-based approaches. Specifically, researchers considered expert recommendation as a user or item modelling problem. Liu et al. [79] introduced the CQARank model, which utilized both users’ latent topic
and expertise estimation to recommends experts with similar topical preferences and high-level topical expertise. The high level architecture is shown in 2.5. In this study, only topics are extracted from the available text in the dataset. Topics do not have any information about the importance of a word in comparison to others. The importance of each sentence is completely ignored. A word in the question’s title can have more impact on the recommendation than another word somewhere else not in the title. This situation can be troublesome for this kind of model. For example, a user mentioned 'python' in the title, but the provided code is in 'javascript', the user put this only as an example to further describe his/her problem.

Zhao et al. [83] introduced a topic-level expert learning framework that concurrently identifies experts on each topic and recommends questions by modelling both questions and experts. They incorporate link analysis and topic modelling into the content-based expert recommendation system. They first create a model to generate topics and model the experts over those topics. This study focuses on link analysis in the CQA network and is based on the intuition that no one is an expert in all fields. As a result, they assign these experts to their domain of expertise using topic modelling. This study, like the CQARank model, [79] suffers from in-depth text analysis, and they treat all the available texts in the dataset as series of words without considering the different importance between each word and each sentence.

Mumtaz et al. [50] utilized the state-of-the-art word embedding technique to extract domain-specific semantics and latent features that match user expertise latent features with question content latent features. This study proposed an embedding-based approach that integrates users’ textual content from the questions and answers in a unified framework. This framework utilizes an embedding-based approach to find the most relevant users to a specific question by finding the most similar experts based on extracted expertise features and ranking them based on community feedback. The framework is shown in 2.6. To extract user representation from textual data, they calculate the average of all words related to the specific user and
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create the expertise features. This method can not distinguish between important and unimportant words and does not consider sentence structure in creating expertise features for users.

Recent studies have attempted to combine Factorization Machine [57] and Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to learn user and item representations for the recommendation. For example, Guo et al. [27] proposed DeepFM, which combined FM for recommendation and DNN for feature learning to achieve a vast improvement in recommendation performance in click-through rate prediction. As one can see in figure 2.7, this model utilizes two fundamental parts in its architecture, the wide part that inputs the raw data to upper levels and the deep part that embeds the same input to extract the latent features. The factorization machine component in this model takes the output of the wide part of the model - the part that leverage the data before passing it through the deep part - and extracts more refined features than other methods like logistic regression. This component can increase the overall accuracy in click-through rate (CTR) prediction.

The DNN approach also has limitations. Qu et al. [54] addressed the insensitive gradient issue in DNN-based models and proposed a Product-based Neural Network (PNN), which adopts a feature extractor to explore feature interactions to predict user responses in the scenario of click prediction. An example of PNN application in CTR prediction can be seen in the figure 2.8.

Nevertheless, most of these methods were not designed to learn text-based features. A naive approach to model text-based features using DeepFM and PNN is to concatenate the texts from the same user or item into a long document and learn the text embeddings. However, such an approach neglects the difference between informative entries and uninformative ones. Wu et al. [76] proposed a hierarchical framework called Hierarchical User and Item Representation with Three-Tier Attention (HUITA) to learn user and item representations from reviews for the recommendation. HUITA contains three main components. First of all, the sentence encoder learns sentence representations from words. Then, a review encoder uses the output of the sentence encoder to learn review representations from sentences and, at last, the user/item encoder uses
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the previous output to learn user/item representations from reviews. In addition, they utilize a three-tier attention network to capture the importance of each word, sentence and review. They used user and item embeddings based on IDs as the final representations to capture the latent features of users and items to make the recommendation. Their architecture can be found in figure 2.9.

Chen et al. [16] developed an attention-based model that extracts user intention in each available category and facilitates the traditional FM model for a top-k recommendation system. Zhu et al. [87] proposed a new personalized recommendation system with a deep attention neural network able to consider the user’s sequential data from the past and the user’s current preference. We are inspired by the approach proposed by Wu et al. [76], and adapted the approach to learning better representations for questions to improve expert recommendation hierarchically.
2.3 Summary

The importance of recommendation systems is undeniable. Nowadays, most available social platforms provide their users with a variant of recommendation systems that help them find items related to their preferences. On the other side, recommendation systems help information providers maximize their content exposure to the right users. In most cases, these recommendation systems include a variation or even combination of collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation to understand users' characteristics and recommend items based on that.

The expert recommendation in community question answering (CQA) platform is no exception. These recommendation systems inherit most of their characteristics from other recommendation systems except a fundamental difference. CQA platforms heavily rely on textual data alongside user interactions. Extracting fine-grained features from these textual data is not an easy task. It usually needs specific techniques to alleviate the complexity of grammar and meaning of the words and make the data more calculatable and manageable for mathematical equations.

The most recent publications in this field aimed to avoid the textual data or use more readily available data such as the question tags as their primary source of data. Despite the recent improvements in recommending questions to domain experts, studies show that there are still questions that never receive proper answers, and there is room for improvements. These questions are mostly not well described, or available tags can not effectively categorize them.

Attention mechanisms and hierarchical approaches to extract features from texts are getting popular because of their performance. These techniques helped recommendation systems to make precise recommendations considering the complexity of the textual data. Moreover, illustrating the most crucial aspect of the textual data can easily be achieved by these methods, and they also improve the explainability of the models by providing multi-level importance of each sentence in the dataset.
3 Research Methodology and Implementation

One of the main research goals of this project is to develop an effective expert recommender system, which utilizes various deep learning techniques to increase the overall accuracy of the existing recommendation systems. We are using the state of art techniques, such as deep factorization machines and hierarchical attention networks, to develop deep expert recommendation systems.

Using deep learning to solve our problems always comes with certain drawbacks. For example, deep learning models, in most cases, are impossible to understand or explain. They act as black boxes that take an input and gives the best possible answer without explaining why it is the correct answer. These models usually never tell about what are the parameters and why they have specific values. Moreover, deep learning models take lots of computing power and resources to be optimized. In comparison, machine learning methods are much less resource-intensive. In addition, machine learning algorithms can be more explainable and easier to understand and usually have less computation and memorization to find the correct answer. The decision between choosing deep learning over machine learning is not always a trivial task, and it needs justifications.

In this study, we first use state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms to explore the possibility of solving this problem efficiently and then exploring our findings to understand which family of methods, e.g. machine learning or deep learning, will be the most promising to solve our problem. Furthermore, we combine those methods to examine to what extent we want to drive our final result based on machine learning or deep learning methods. Finally, we explore and implement deep learning techniques and utilize them in a novel architecture aiming to outperform the state-of-the-art expert recommendation systems.

In this chapter, we first outline our domains and the dataset. The proposed methodology contains three parts. The first section includes different machine learning algorithms for expert recommendation systems. In the second section, a combination of the matrix factorization method and deep neural network is proposed to make a hybrid expert recommendation. Finally, the last section introduces our novel architecture based on our findings in previous sections that further improves the accuracy of current expert recommendation systems. The evaluation and results of these methodologies will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.1 Dataset Description

In this project, we use the Stack Overflow dataset\(^1\), which has approximately 1 million users and 19 million posts. Due to massive number of posts available on this dataset, we only use the year 2019 for collecting the

\(^1\)https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
data, and consider users who have answered more than 15 questions during this year as experts. Furthermore, we only consider the accepted answer for a proposed question, because most of the unaccepted answers have a low quality, which do not contribute to expert identification. The following paragraph provides summary of questions’ and experts’ features. The tables 3.1 and 4.2 also provide summary of our dataset.

- **392,798 Questions**

  - Vote: Voting is how the community indicates which questions and answers are most useful and appropriate, which can be either affirmative or negative (as upvote and downvote).
  
  - Tags: Binary representation of presence of Top 50 tags in SO.
  
  - Score: The difference between question upvotes and downvotes, between -25 to 491.
  
  - View Count: Number of times this question has been viewed on SO, between 6 to 94,473.
  
  - Texts: String of question title and question texts (codes are removed).

- **5,448 Users (Experts)**

  - Reputation: a user is awarded 10 reputation points for receiving an up vote on an answer given to a question and 10 points for the up vote of a question.
  
  - Views: Number of times this user has been viewed on SO.
  
  - Upvote: Number of affirmative votes the user has obtained in previous questions and answers.
  
  - Downvote: Number of negative votes the user has obtained in previous questions and answers.

- **Question and Expert Interactions**

  - Interaction Matrix: It is matrix representing the questions and users interactions where each column represents a question and each row represents a user. If a user answer a question, the corresponding item in the matrix would be 1 and all other values are zero.

We train our Word2Vec model, and we have a minimal vocabulary in comparison to available pre-trained models on the internet. The main reason to train the Word2Vec model on our vocabulary is to emphasize the relation between words in the programming community instead of the general domain. Some words have a completely different meaning in this domain, and it may result in inaccuracy.

The majority of our selected users have answered between 15 and 25 questions. Considering the number of questions and users, the sparsity of the interaction matrix between users and question is more than 99%. This sparsity makes the recommendation a challenging task and we need a capable method to extract latent features in this sparse space.

Negative sampling [49] is a method used for machine learning and deep learning models that have significantly more negative observations than positive ones. Furthermore, we do not have records of experts who
did not answer a question directly. Consequently, we apply negative sampling to obtain negative interactions, such that our machine learning methods would learn both positive and negative interactions. For each question, we randomly sample 4 experts who did not answer the question as negative sample.

3.2 Expert Recommendation Using Machine Learning

We implemented four recommendation systems based on existing machine learning algorithms to recommend experts in CQA platforms. As part of our implementation, we engineered novel features to represent the questions and the user’s expertise and used them as input for the machine learning algorithms. Finally, we conducted extensive experiments on a large real-world dataset and benchmarked the performance of the these machine learning algorithms on the experiment recommendation task.

The main concern in the SO platform is the absence of successful coordination among questions and the potential competent answerers, which unfavourably influences effective knowledge acquisition. From one side, a question may receive several low-quality answers without receiving any proper answer in a limited timeframe. Similarly, an expert might encounter various new inquiries without being able to distinguish their question of interest rapidly. Therefore, expert recommendation is a promising approach. According to previous studies [1], most answers and knowledge in the communities originate from only a minority of users. A recent study on Stack Overflow and Quora [4] demonstrates that these platforms involve profoundly committed domain experts, who target not only the requester question but also a long-lasting answer to a broader crowd. Consequently, expert recommendation would bring experts attention to relevant questions effectively and instantly, leading to stronger communities in CQA. The purpose of the expert recommender system is to suggest relevant experts for a given question. Ranking experts based on experts features,
questions features and their interaction require effectively adjusting the importance of these features and discovering proper ranking. However, due to the complexity of this problem, we cast our recommendation problem into a classification problem, in which the recommender would predict whether a question will be answered by an expert or not. Classification methods can easily utilize multiple aspects of features from the expert, question, and answer compared to language-based and network-based models which only consider characteristics extracted from text and social network relation respectively [74].

We applied methods such as Naive Bayes [20], Support Vector Machine [51], Logistic Regression [41], and Random Forest [18] for expert classification on our dataset, using question and answer features (e.g., community score, text similarity, tags, view count) and expert features such as (e.g., community badges, reputation, upvote).

We summarize this section objectives as follows:

- We proposed a traditional machine learning pipeline for expert recommendation in online social collaborative platform. As part of the proposed pipeline, we investigated and designed features that are representative of users and questions in SO for expert recommendations.

- We evaluated our proposed pipeline by conducting extensive experiments on a large real-world dataset.

3.2.1 Feature Engineering

Evaluation of similarity in questions and experts answers, which is a textual data, is one of the most critical tasks for expert recommendation in SO. Question textual features were extracted based on the question title. The user textual features were extracted based on the titles of questions that the user has previously answered. The raw data, as a sequence of symbols with variable length and sequential dependency, cannot be fed directly into the ML methods. On one hand, if we treat this text as nominal data, many methods would expect numerical feature vectors with a fixed size. On the other hand, if we manage this data as categorical input, we would have numerous features without any measure of importance between them. Hence, we use methods from information retrieval domain.

The most popular technique for text feature extraction is term frequency inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [63], which provides a numerical statistic to show importance of a word to a document in a corpus. This model, converts the textual representation of information into sparse features. In this project, we extract textual features from question titles. To obtain a more meaningful corpus, we first tokenize question titles, then remove stop words and finally stem the words to their root using Porter Stemmer algorithm [52].

3.2.2 Machine Learning Models

We first present the feature engineering process, in which we extract features from questions and answers textual data. Then, we elaborate on different classification methods that would predict whether a question will be answered by an expert or not.
The input to our machine learning models is the feature vector, that we denote by \( \mathbf{x}_i \), representing vector of question features \( \mathbf{q}_m \), the vector of expert features \( \mathbf{u}_n \), and the label indicating whether an expert has answered the question \( r_i \).

\[
\mathbf{x}_i = (\mathbf{q}_m, \mathbf{u}_n, r_i)
\]  

(3.1)

**Naive Bayes**

This method is a simple probabilistic model that applies Bayes theorem with the strong assumption of "conditional independence" between features. This model fits our problem for its high scalability and linear time complexity because the number of parameters is linear with the number of features. We only have nominal features, so we use Gaussian Naive Bayes for our binary classification.

\[
P(y_j|\mathbf{x}_i) = \frac{P(\mathbf{x}_i|y_j)P(y_j)}{P(\mathbf{x}_i)}
\]  

(3.2)

Where \( \mathbf{x}_i \) is the feature vector of samples \( i, i \in 1, 2, ..., n \), and \( y_j \) is the notation of class \( j, j \in 0, 1 \). Classes are binarized 1 or 0. 1 means expert will answer question , and 0 otherwise. \( P(\mathbf{x}_i|y_j) \) is the probability of observing sample \( \mathbf{x}_i \) given that it belongs to class \( y_j \).

Further, the class condition probabilities of individual features \( d \) are as follows because of conditional independence assumption.

\[
P(\mathbf{x}|y_j) = P(x_1|y_j)...P(x_d|y_j) = \prod_{k=1}^{d} P(x_k|y_j)
\]  

(3.3)

Where \( d \) is the total number of features and \( x_k \) represent each feature.

Finally, the decision rule is:

\[
\hat{y} = \arg \max \ P(y_j|\mathbf{x}_i) \quad for \ j = 0, 1
\]  

(3.4)

**Random Forest**

This approach consists of a large number of individual decision trees [14]. Decision tree [13] is a supervised learning method that aims to predict the target variable by inferring decision rules from features. In this tree, leaves are the class labels and branches represents the decision rule. The tree is built from the top by a feature that best splits the set of items. There are two methods for measuring better split, Gini impurity[13] and information gain [55]. Gini impurity measures the ratio of errors when an item is labelled randomly based on the distribution of labels in the set. Entropy is computed as follows:

\[
I_G(p) = \sum_{i=1}^{J} p_i(1 - p_i) = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{J} p_i^2
\]  

(3.5)

Where \( J \) is the number of classes, and \( p_i \) is the fraction of items labelled with class \( i \) in the set.
Information gain measures the amount of information a feature conveys about the class, which indicates the expected amount of information required for labelling an item. This information is measured by entropy that shows the ratio of each class in the child node obtained from the split in the tree. This method is computed as follows:

\[ H(T) = - \sum_{i=1}^{J} p_i \log_2 p_i \]  

(3.6)

Where \( T \) is the tree, \( H \) indicates entropy and \( p_i \) shows the ratio of each class in the child node.

\[ S_a(v) = \{ x \in T | x_a = v \} \]  

(3.7)

Where \( S_a(v) \) is the set of training samples of \( T \) training set, in which feature \( a \) is equal to the value of \( v \).

\[ I_G(T, a) = H(T) - H(T|a) \]  

(3.8)

\[ = H(T) - \sum_{v \in \text{vals}(a)} \frac{|S_a(v)|}{|T|} H(S_a(v)) \]  

(3.9)

Where \( I_G(T, a) \) is the mutual information on the training set, which measures the total entropy for a feature, in case a unique classification can be made based on each value of the feature.

The set of decision trees operate as an ensemble, which uses multiple learning algorithms to obtain better predictive performance compared to each learning algorithm separately. This algorithm aims to utilize the wisdom of crowds in which each tree in the random forest outputs a class prediction, and the class with the most votes becomes the models prediction. Random forest allows each tree to randomly sample from the dataset with replacement, which results in different trees. These different trees would use diverse sets of features for prediction and add variability to this model. The essential characteristic in the random forest method is obtaining trees with low correlation with each other, which leads to better performance. While the algorithm via feature randomness tries to establish these low correlations, the selection of features and the hyper-parameters also impact this correlation. The hyper-parameters in random forest are number of trees, maximum depth of tree, maximum number of features for trees to randomly sample from, maximum number of nodes allowed as leaf nodes, minimum sample split which indicates number of samples needed to split a node, bootstrap and bootstrap features which shows sampling with or without replacement.

**Logistic Regression**

This method is a supervised binary classifier that uses a logistic function to model a binary dependent variable based on numeric features [47]. Logistic Regression presumes a linear relationship between the features and the log-odds of each class.

\[ Z = w^T x = w_0 + w_1 x_1 + \cdots + w_n x_d \]  

(3.10)
\[
P(Y = 1|x_i) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-Z}} = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(w_0 + w_1 x_1 + \cdots + w_n x_n)}}
\]  

(3.11)

Where \( w_i \) is a weight parameter for each feature tuned during learning. In the learning process, the model aims to minimize the error between the predicted and original values using gradient descent algorithm [62]. This error can be both calculated by Manhattan norm (\( l^1 \)) or Euclidean norm (\( l^2 \)). Gradient descent is an optimization algorithm for approaching a local minimum by taking steps proportional to the negative value of the gradient of the function at the current point.

\[
l^2 \text{norm} : \text{error}(\mathbf{w}, \mathbf{X}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2
\]  

(3.12)

Where \( i \) denotes training set samples and \( \hat{y}_i \) is the predicted value.

\[
\mathbf{w} \leftarrow \mathbf{w} - \text{gradient of error} = \mathbf{w} - [\alpha \mathbf{x}(y_i - \hat{y}_i) \odot \hat{y}_i \odot (1 - \hat{y}_i)]
\]  

(3.13)

For optimizing the error function, various approaches can be applied. For instance, "Newton’s Method" [33] considers both first and second partial derivatives for optimization; however, this method is computationally expensive due to the second derivatives calculation. "Limited-memory Broyden Fletcher Goldfarb Shanno Algorithm" (LBFGS) [43] method is similar to Newton’s method, but the second derivatives are approximated by gradient evaluations. This approach has the best performance in small datasets but might not converge in large datasets. "A Library for Large Linear Classification" (LIBLINEAR) [23] approach utilizes a coordinate descent algorithm that performs approximate minimization along coordinate directions or coordinate hyperplanes. This method is recommended for high dimensional datasets but lacks in parallel execution. "Stochastic Average Gradient descent" (SAG) [65] method optimizes the sum of a finite number of smooth convex functions. This method is a faster solver for large datasets because of utilizing a memory of previous gradient values. Due to the large size and high dimensionality of our data, we examined both LIBLINEAR and SAG solver.

We should note that logistic regression outputs the probability of the class, so we should use a threshold to map probabilities higher than this threshold to the current class and lower probabilities to the other class.

\[
P(Y = 1|x_i) > 0.5 \rightarrow \text{expert will answer the question}
\]  

(3.14)

\[
P(Y = 1|x_i) \leq 0.5 \rightarrow \text{expert won’t answer the question}
\]  

(3.15)

**Support Vector Machine** [12]

SVM is a non-probabilistic supervised classifier, intending to find a hyperplane in D-dimensional space (\( D \) the number of features) that classifies the class values. SVM is capable of both linear and non-linear classification. In this algorithm, we aim to maximize the margin between the data points and the hyperplane. So our
objective is minimizing the following function by taking partial derivatives with respect to the weights to find the gradients.

\[ Z = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(0, 1 - y_i(w^T x_i)) + \lambda \|w\|^2 \]  

(3.16)

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial w_k} \lambda \|w\|^2 = 2\lambda w_k \]  

(3.17)

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial w_k} \max(0, 1 - y_i(w^T x_i)) = \{0, -y_i \odot x_i\} \]  

(3.18)

where \( \lambda \) is the regularization parameter for preventing overfitting by penalizing for additional and higher-order weights, and \( \alpha \) is the learning rate. So the weights would be updated based on the gradients.

\[ \text{No misclassification} \rightarrow w = w - \alpha \cdot 2\lambda w \]  

(3.19)

\[ \text{Misclassification} \rightarrow w = w - \alpha \cdot (2\lambda w - y_i \odot x_i) \]  

(3.20)

SVM model utilizes kernel functions for the decision function. Kernel is an approach for computing the dot product of two vectors in the transformed space. The idea is mapping the non-linearly separable dataset into a higher dimensional space such that a separating hyperplane might be found.

\[ K(x, y) = \phi(x)^T \phi(y) \]  

(3.21)

where \( x \) and \( y \) are vectors of features in the input space. This means if we use a mapping function that maps our data into a higher-dimensional space, then the maximization and decision rule depends on the dot products of the mapping function for different samples. So, we need to know \( K \) and not the mapping function itself. This function is known as Kernel function, and it reduces the complexity of finding the mapping function.

SVM supports linear, polynomial and radial basis function kernel. Linear kernel is the simple inner product of the input space, which is suitable for linearly separable data.

\[ K(x, y) = x^T y + c \]  

(3.22)

where \( c \) is the regularization parameter as the sum of a regularization term and the misclassification rate. On the one hand, for large values of \( c \), a smaller margin is specified for classifying all training points correctly. This results in a lower misclassification rate on the training rate and possibly overfitting. On the other hand, a smaller \( c \) encourages a more considerable margin, therefore a more straightforward decision function in a trade-off with lower training accuracy.
Polynomial kernel [12] is useful when the data points are not linearly separable. This kernel represents the similarity of vectors in a feature space over polynomials of the original variables, allowing the learning of non-linear models. However, this kernel requires normalized training data.

\[ K(x, y) = (x^T y + c)^d \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

where \( d \) is the order of the kernel, and \( c \) is a parameter that allows the trade-off between the influence of higher-order terms versus lower-order terms in the polynomial. Higher-order kernels tend to overfit the training data and thus do not generalize well.

Radial Basis function[72] kernel (RBF) is a general-purpose kernel appropriate for when there is no prior knowledge about the data. We use the RBF kernel for our SVM model because of its generalization and capacity to handle our unbalanced dataset.

\[ K(x, y) = exp\left(-\frac{||x - y||^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

where \( ||x - y||^2 \) is the squared Euclidean distance between the two feature vectors, and \( \sigma \) is a parameter that acts as a smoothing parameter that determines the influence of each of the points. This parameter indicates the range of influence of a single training sample with low values meaning far and high values meaning close. \( \sigma \) can be seen as the inverse of the radius of influence of samples selected by the model as support vectors. When \( \sigma \) is low, the curve of the decision boundary is shallow, and thus the decision region is vast. When \( \sigma \) is high, the curve of the decision boundary is high. So this parameter adjusts the curvature of the decision boundary.

### 3.3 Deep Expert Recommendation Based on Matrix Factorization

In community question and answer (CQA) platforms, such as Stack Overflow(SO), recommending relevant experts for answering questions is important. Personalized recommendation models users’ preferences for items based on their past interactions, known as Collaborative filtering(CF)[64]. The most popular collaborative filtering technique is matrix factorization (MF), which utilizes a vector of latent features to represent a user or an item that can model users interaction on an item as the inner product of their latent vectors[40].

Expert recommender systems are algorithms aimed at suggesting relevant questions to experts. Collaborative filtering(CF)[64] models experts preference for questions based on their past interactions. These past expert-question interactions are sufficient to detect similar experts or similar questions and make predictions based on these estimated proximities. MF assumes that each dimension of the latent space is independent of each other and linearly combines them with the same weight. However, a neural network recommender(NCF) [31] consists of two separate models, Generalized Matrix Factorization(GMF) and Multi-Layer Perceptron(MLP) to generalize the MF method and capture the non-linearity in the latent space respectively.
This method aims to learn the complex structure of expert-question interaction data by allowing varying importance of latent dimensions and learning non-linear functions for the interaction. The objectives of this section are as follows:

- Examining state-of-the-art algorithms for collaborative filtering based recommendation in Stack Overflow by conducting extensive experiments on a large real-world dataset.
- Exploring the importance of latent features against the interaction decomposition function and highlighting the critical aspects of future deep recommenders in Stack Overflow.
- Highlighting the ultimate path to take for this study.

The model introduced as NeuMF[31] provides a general framework that is generic and can express and generalize matrix factorization. This model is the fusion of two separate models, Generalized Matrix Factorization (GMF) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). Since NeuMF solely focuses on collaborative filtering, it uses the interaction matrix, which is the one-hot encoding — an array of zeros and ones where ones show the presence of interaction — of expert and question IDs as input. So the interaction matrix is a sparse matrix, where \( u_i \) is the interaction between a specific expert \( u \) and a question \( i \). The embedding layer is after the input layer, a dense layer that decomposes the sparse matrix into expert and question latent vectors. The target value \( y_{ui} \) is a binarized 1 or 0, as 1 means expert \( u \) has answered question \( i \), and 0 otherwise. The prediction score \( \hat{y}_{ui} \) then represents how likely the question \( i \) will be answered by the expert \( u \). The training is performed by minimizing the pointwise loss between the predicted score of \( \hat{y}_{ui} \) and its target value of \( y_{ui} \). Then the likelihood function is defined as binary cross-entropy loss, also known as log loss. So, the recommendation problem can be addressed as a binary classification problem.

\[
p(\gamma, \gamma^- | P, Q, \theta_f) = \prod_{(u,i) \in \gamma} \hat{y}_{ui} \prod_{(u,i) \in \gamma^-} (1 - \hat{y}_{ui})
\]  
(3.25)

where \( P \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times K} \) and \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times K} \) denotes the latent factor matrix for experts and questions and \( \theta_f \) denotes the model parameters of the interaction function \( f \).

By taking the negative logarithm of the likelihood:

\[
L = - \sum_{(u,i) \in \gamma} \log(\hat{y}_{ui}) - \sum_{(u,i) \in \gamma^-} \log(1 - \hat{y}_{ui})
\]  
(3.26)

\[
= - \sum_{(u,i) \in (\gamma \cup \gamma^-)} y_{ui}\log(\hat{y}_{ui}) + (1 - y_{ui})\log(1 - \hat{y}_{ui})
\]  
(3.27)

### 3.3.1 Generalized Matrix Factorization

GMF aims to generalize the MF method [40] by allowing the interaction function determined from a large family of factorization models[57]. The mapping function of the first layer of this model is:

\[
\phi(p_u, q_i) = p_u \odot q_i
\]  
(3.28)
where, the expert latent vector $p_u$ and the question latent vector $q_i$ equals $P^Tv^U_u$ and $Q^Tv^V_i$ respectively. Then the output layer of this model is:

$$
\hat{y}_{ui} = a_{out}(h^T(p_u \odot q_i))
$$

(3.29)

Where the output layer uses the sigmoid activation function with the binary cross-entropy loss function. If we use the uniform vector 1 as $h$ and the identity function for $a_{out}$, this model performs the same as MF. Therefore, this model is the generalized version of MF.

For training GMF, mini-batch Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM)[36] is used due to its efficiency in tuning the learning rate for each parameter by slightly changing the learning rate for frequent parameters and significantly altering learning rate for the infrequent parameter. Moreover, I initialized the parameters using a random initialization from a Gaussian distribution (with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.01).

### 3.3.2 Multi-layer Perceptron

GMF concatenate experts and questions features. However, this concatenation may not capture the interactions between expert and question features. So, I utilize a standard multilayer perceptron to learn the interaction between experts and questions latent features. For learning the interaction between expert and question latent features $p_u$ and $q_i$, instead of learning the element-wise product in GMF, the following method will be applied:

$$z_1 = \phi(p_u, q_i) = \begin{bmatrix} p_u \\ q_i \end{bmatrix}$$

(3.30)

$$\phi_2(z_1) = a_2(W^T_2z_1 + b_2)$$

(3.31)

... 

$$\phi_2(z_{L-1}) = a_L(W^T_Lz_{L-1} + b_L)$$

(3.32)

$$\hat{y}_{ui} = \sigma(h^T\phi_L(z_{L-1}))$$

(3.33)

Where $W_x$, $b_x$, and $a_x$ denote the weight matrix, bias vector, and activation function for the x-th layers neural network.

Furthermore, I will use ReLu[4] for activation with the binary cross-entropy loss function. ReLu is chosen because of its proven resistance to saturation and being suitable for sparse data[25]. Furthermore, the sigmoid function suffers from saturation, and the tanh function is a rescaled version of sigmoid with lower saturation. For training MLP, mini-batch Adaptive Moment Estimation (ADAM)[36] is used due to its competence in tuning the learning rate. Moreover, I initialized the parameters using a random initialization from a Gaussian distribution (with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.01) until convergence. For network structure design, a standard solution is to adopt a tower model, where the bottom layer is the largest. Each successive
layer has fewer neurons to learn more abstractive features of the data by using a small number of hidden units for higher layers [29]. I empirically implement the tower structure, halving the layer size for each successive upper layer. This model employs three hidden layers, and the factors of [8, 16, 32, 64] are tested for the number of neurons for the last layer.

3.3.3 Fusion of MLP and GMF

So far, I have developed two models, GMF, which uses a linear kernel to model the latent feature interactions and MLP, which uses a non-linear kernel to learn the interaction function from data. For adding more flexibility to the fused model, I allow GMF and MLP to learn separate embeddings and combine the two models by concatenating their last hidden layer. Consequently, NeuMF combines the linearity of MF and non-linearity of deep neural networks for modelling expertquestion latent structures.

\[
\phi^{GMF} = p_u^G \odot q_i^G \\
\phi^{MLP} = a_L(W_L^T(a_{L-1}(...a_2(W_2^T \begin{bmatrix} p_u^M \\ q_i^M \end{bmatrix} + b_2)...)) + b_L) \\
\hat{y}_{ui} = \sigma(h^T \begin{bmatrix} \phi^{GMF} \\ \phi^{MLP} \end{bmatrix})
\]  

(3.35) \quad (3.36) \quad (3.37)

Where \( p_u^G \) and \( p_u^M \) are expert embeddings for GMF and MLP model, and \( q_i^G \) and \( q_i^M \) are for question embeddings. Finally, each model parameter can be calculated with standard back-propagation. The architecture of NeuMF is presented in figure 3.1.

Two approaches are tested for training NeuMF, firstly, pre-training MLP and GMF separately and initializing parameters of NeuMF with the learned parameters, and secondly, training NeuMF without pre-training. For the pre-trained model, the NeuMF parameters will be initialized by pre-trained models of GMF and MLP. So, the weights of the two models are concatenated with:

\[
h \leftarrow \begin{bmatrix} \alpha h^{GMF} \\ 1 - \alpha h^{MLP} \end{bmatrix}
\]

(3.38)

Where \( h^{GMF} \) and \( h^{MLP} \) denote the \( h \) vector of pre-trained GMF and MLP model and \( \alpha \) is a hyperparameter showing the trade-off between the two models. For training NeuMF, the Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD) [60] is used for optimization because the pre-trained parameters utilize ADAM optimizer and have the momentum information implicitly, which mitigates the need for using momentum-based optimizers.

Training NeuMF without the pre-trained GMF and MLP models uses Adaptive Moment Estimation(ADAM)[36] for optimization with randomly initializing parameters from a Gaussian distribution (with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.01).
3.4 Hierarchical Deep Expert Recommendation

In this section, we introduce our novel architecture to increase the effectiveness of the current expert recommendation systems. Our primary goal in creating a new model is to fill the research gap by leveraging hierarchical textual information and improve them to increase the overall accuracy of these recommendation systems.

In order to fill the research gap, we propose the Hierarchical Expert Recommendation (HER) model, which is a hierarchical attention-based network [80] that learns latent representations of questions and users’ expertise for the expert recommendation. Specifically, HER first learn the latent user and question representations from their meta-data (e.g., question’s vote counts, user’s reputation scores, etc.) using a deep neural network.

The hierarchical part of this model enabled us to assign separate importance for sentences and words, which provided us valuable data to distinguish the keywords in key sentences. This method departs us from existing expert recommendation systems, which treat each question as a combination of words without considering the sentences. We also utilize an attention mechanism to enable us to capture these differences in both levels of hierarchies in the proposed model. This technique also helps us provide a clear explanation to the end-users by showing them the key aspect of the question, which our model predicts is related to them.
We will show a complete example of this feature in the results section.

The interaction between users and questions is much more complex than a simple rating mechanism. To overcome the shortcomings of machine learning and traditional recommendation techniques, we utilize a deep neural network to extract these complicated relations between both users and questions, even considering the sparsity of the current CQA platform datasets.

The question title and main body contain rich information about the questions themselves and provide important information about their answerers’ expertise. For instance, a user who answered a Python data processing-related question is likely to have the expertise in performing data processing with Python. To extract the rich information from the questions, HER first initializes each question’s text feature with Word2Vec embeddings [48] and feeds them to a hierarchical attention-based network [76] to learn an attended-representation, which considers the importance of the sentences and words that best represent the question for the expert recommendation task. Finally, we combine the hierarchically-attended question representation with the latent representations learned from the questions and users’ meta-data to predict if a given question is likely to be answered by a given user.

We summarize this section’s contributions as follows:

- We propose a novel expert recommender system called HER, which recommends high-quality answerers to answer questions in a CQA platform.

- We conduct empirical analyses on the HER model and provide insights into the salient features that helped in recommending answerers for a given question. The salient feature analysis also improves the explainability of our proposed model.

### 3.4.1 Problem Mathematical Representation

Before we introduce our HER model, we first define the expert recommendation problem. Given a question Q, the objective of the expert recommendation task is to suggest Q to experts who can potentially provide correct answers. A question can be answered by an expert who has already answered a set of similar questions that reflect his/her expertise in the question domain.

To be specific, given a question Q and set of users, $U = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\}$, our purpose is to find the ideal ranking list of n users $Z = \{z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_n\} \in U$ who can answer the question correctly and $z_1$ is potentially a better expert than the $z_2$ for answering this question. Then, we recommend this question to extracted experts following the calculated ranking in the $Z$. $f(Q, u)$ represents this mapping function where Q is a question, and u is a user and s is the ranking score.

HER uses a deep neural network (DNN) to capture user and question static features and interactions to create a dense representation of non-text data available in the CQA dataset. The DNN component consists of several hidden layers to extract the latent features and a dropout layer to help the model generalize and avoid over-fitting. Specifically, the DNN component introduces two major hyper-parameters in our model:
the dimension of hidden layers and dropout rate, which was optimized using a validation dataset. After learning the user and question latent features using the user and question metadata, we learn the question texts’ features using a hierarchical approach. We first train a Word2Vec [48] model that enables us to find semantically similar words by computing the cosine similarity between word vectors. The Gensim [56] library is used to train the Word2Vec model. We set the length of the vector to be 100, as suggested in [35]. We leave this vector trainable in the learning phase to have a fine-tuned vector based on our data. Now we have all the inputs we need for training HER. The architecture of HER is shown in Fig. 3.2.

As shown in Fig. 3.2, HER has two main components. The first component is a Dense Encoder, which utilizes a DNN to find a dense representation of the user and question meta-data and interactions. The second component the Hierarchical Encoder, which learns a dense representation of question texts. In the subsequent sub-sections, we will discuss the two components in greater details.

3.4.2 Dense Encoder

HER utilizes a DNN to extract the latent user and question features. The CQA data is often sparse, and extracting the interaction latent features between users and questions are impractical with machine learning methods. The factorization machine can be beneficial, but we have empirically checked that it is not able to outperform a set of hidden connected layers because of the sparsity issue in the dataset. The DNN contains a large set of hidden layers, and each has a specific number of units to help extract latent features. The output of this DNN is as same as the units per layer. Therefore, we added a fully connected layer on top to have one number as the final output. We used the sigmoid activation function to bound this number and made it comparable to the other part of our architecture.

\[
MLP(V, AFunc) = AFunc(WV + b)
\] (3.39)

Our DNN consist of multiple Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Where \( V \) is the input vector, \( W \) is the weight matrix, \( b \) is the bias, and \( AFunc \) is the activation function.
3.4.3 Hierarchical Attention Encoder

The most informative piece of data available on CQA platforms is the question text. The hierarchical attention networks are promised to extract multilevel information from texts. However, there was not any implementation of text feature extraction using hierarchical approaches in recommendation systems. Therefore, we implemented this hierarchical encoder to capture fine-grained information about each question and relate them to experts accurately.

Our experiments showed us the essential words in every question usually happen in the first few sentences. The next layer is a Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [17] to extract the information of each word and give us a dense representation of words in each sentence. To emphasize the important words in every sentence, we add an attention layer to maximize the words’ information. Now, we have a dense representation of words in each sentence. Next, we add another Bidirectional GRU layer to perform the same operation on the sentences and force the model to learn the important sentences using another attention layer.

\[
L_{w|s} = MLP(V_{w|s}, \text{tanh})
\]

\[
A_{w|s} = \frac{\exp(L_{w|s}^T E_{w|s})}{\sum_{W|S} \exp(L_{w|s}^T E_{w|s})}
\]

\[
S_{w|s} = \sum_{W|S} A_{w|s} V_{w|s}
\]

In the first step of attention, we feed the extracted word or sentence vector \( V \) through a one-layer \( MLP \) to get \( L \) as a latent representation of the word or sentence. Next, we compute the word or sentence’s attention value as the similarity of \( V \) with the embedding \( E \) to get a normalized attention value \( A \) after feeding it to a softmax function. Lastly, we measure the summary vector \( S \) as a weighted sum of the word or sentence vectors based on the attention values. The embedding vectors \( E \) are initialized based on pre-learned values and jointly fine-tuned during the training process.

3.4.4 Representation Fusion and Classification

Finally, after learning two dense representations, we combine the learned representations to perform expert recommendation. Specifically, we add our two outputs together and connect them to a sigmoid activation function to predict the likelihood of a user answering the given question. Lastly, we rank and find the most appropriate user to recommend. For the learning phase, we put our binary labels as output to train our model. We use binary cross-entropy as our loss function.

\[
p(\gamma, \tilde{\gamma} | U, Q, \theta) = \Pi_{(u,q) \in \gamma} \hat{y}_{uq} \Pi_{(u,q) \in \tilde{\gamma}} (1 - \hat{y}_{uq})
\]
\[ L = - \sum_{(u,q) \in \gamma \cup \hat{\gamma}} y_{uq} \log \hat{y}_{uq} + (1 - y_{uq}) \log (1 - \hat{y}_{uq}) \]  

(3.44)

where \( Q \) and \( U \) denote the set of questions and answers, \( \hat{y}_{uq} \) is the predicted relatedness, \( y_{uq} \) is the actual label, \( \gamma \) is related questions, \( \hat{\gamma} \) is negative samples and \( \theta \) is our model parameters.

### 3.4.5 Implementation

In the Dense Encoder, we set the number of hidden layers to 1024, and for each layer, we have 1024 units. The dropout rate for the dropout layer is empirically set to 0.2. These hyperparameters are tuned based on the validation set. In the Hierarchical Encoder, we train a word2vec model on the question to learn the word embedding. We set 12 words as the maximum length of each sentence and a total of ten sentences in every question.
4 Results and Discussion

In the previous chapter, the concepts and the implementation of the machine learning methods for expert recommendation systems, neural expert recommendation, and hierarchical expert recommendation systems were explained.

In the first section of this chapter, we start with the performance analysis of different machine learning methods and the results of various algorithms, i.e. Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machines are discussed and compared. The main shortcomings of machine learning models are articulated using tailored experiments and metrics to these models. In a nutshell, the dimensionality of the dataset and lack of generalization in imbalanced datasets are the main reasons to avoid machine learning methods for this task.

In the second section, the performance of Generalized Matrix Factorization, Multi-layer Perceptron and hybrid method using these two methods are compared together. The section clearly shows the advantages that a deep neural network can bring to traditional recommendation systems. The last section compares the performance of our proposed Hierarchical Expert Recommendation and state-of-the-art expert recommendation systems.

4.1 Analyzing Machine Learning Methods for Expert Recommendation

4.1.1 Experimental Settings

Our pipeline for this section consists of data collection, feature engineering, and modelling phase. In the data collection phase, we retrieved the StackOverflow archive and choose the recent one year span. Further, we cleaned our textual data by removing all unnecessary characters and limiting question languages only to English characters. In the feature engineering phase, we extract the expert-question interaction matrix. First, we applied the TF-IDF method. Our corpus consists of 52,326 terms, which led to a gigantic sparse matrix. This large number of dimensions would be troublesome. So we limited our corpus to 100 most common terms. At this stage, we split our questions into 80% training set, which will be further used for cross-validation [37], and the remaining 20% as the test set. Further, we obtained experts TF-IDF terms as the average of question titles they had answered and compute the average score of these answers.

In the modelling phase, we designed models taking into cognizance the imbalanced class distribution (four
negative samples per each positive sample) in our dataset. Random Forest hyperparameters were optimized using a randomized search cross-validation method [8], which executes a randomized search over parameters that samples each setting from a distribution over possible parameter values. We picked this method over the exhaustive search for its efficiency. We used f1-weighted scoring metric for optimization because of the importance of positive class; additionally, F1-Score considers class imbalance by calculating metrics for each class, and finding their average weighted score. For the Logistic Regression method, we examined both SAG and LIBLINEAR solvers due to their ability to handle high dimensional datasets. Furthermore, we adjusted the class weights inversely proportional to the class frequencies considering our unbalanced dataset. For the SVM model, we utilized the radial basis function kernel for its generalization and for the value of gamma, which specifies the impact of each data point, we analyzed both auto and scale. Auto specifies gamma as inversely proportional to the number of features and scale considers the variance of samples in addition to the number of features. Moreover, we adjusted the class weights inversely proportional to the class frequencies regarding the imbalanced class distribution in our unbalanced dataset.

In the evaluation phase, we first reduce the problem from a ranking expert to a classification problem for these methods. In this case, if these models could solve them effectively, we would consider using them to solve our main task, which is an expert recommendation. In order to find the strengths and weaknesses of each model, we analyze our models based on various metrics. We consider that our positive class — the correct pairs of questions and users who already answered those questions — is more critical to our primary purpose for this reduced problem. The reason is that finding an expert who can answer a question is more valuable than finding one who can not answer that question. We choose specific metrics for evaluation to draw a solid conclusion out of this part of the experiment. These metrics are as follows:

- We computed sensitivity to find the performance of our models on predicting the positive class. The sensitivity or recall refers to the proportion of samples that are actually positive and yield a positive result.

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{\text{True Positive Class Instances}}{\text{All Positive Class Instances}}
\]  

(4.1)

- Balanced accuracy is computed as the accuracy of samples weighted based on the inverse occurrence of its true class. Accuracy would obtain inflated results for predicting the negative class and would not be an appropriate metric for our problem. This metric is based on (1) sensitivity (true positive rate) and (2) specificity (true negative rate).

\[
\text{Balanced Accuracy} = \frac{\text{Sensitivity} + \text{Specificity}}{2}
\]  

(4.2)

- We computed precision, which measures the ability of the classifiers not to classify negative samples as positive and calculate recall to classify all positive samples correctly. This metric is the fraction of positive class instances among all the outcomes.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Positive Class Retrieved Instances}}{\text{All Retrieved Instances}}
\]  

(4.3)
• We estimated the weighted F1-Score due to our imbalance dataset, which specifies the harmonic mean between precision and recall for each class and finds the average weight based on the number of true samples.

\[
\text{F1-Score} = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\] (4.4)

4.1.2 Results

Figure 4.1 presents a comparison between the performance of our models. Logistic regression has the best performance in predicting the experts who will answer the question (SAG solver handles our sparse data appropriately). In contrast, SVM and Random Forest have the best accuracy and precision-recall score, indicating the ability of the models in discriminating classes and predicting both classes correctly. Interestingly Random Forest and Naive Bayes have the best precision, recall and F1-Score. However, the sensitivity of Random Forest and Naive Bayes shows that these models are biased over negative class by predicting negative for most of the test set. Thus, the F1-Score, precision and recall are affected by predicting our unbalanced negative class and do not measure the performance of our models appropriately. Logistic Regression results indicate the model’s capability in learning the positive class with the lowest ability to learn the negative class correctly. Therefore, this model is useful for finding the experts who will answer the question but might also offer experts who would not answer the question. SVM results show the model’s acceptable performance in inferring both positive class and negative class. This model has inflated F1-Score but acts the best with having acceptable sensitivity along with the highest average precision-recall score. This model performs better than other models in recommending an expert who would answer the question and not recommending an expert who would not answer the question.

Expert recommendation in SO is arduous because of the complex structure of the network, such as various topics that also have semantic relation to each other. For instance, the loop concept is repetitive in many languages. However, if an expert has answered a loop question in Python language, there is no guarantee that this user would also answer loop related questions in Go language. Thus, the programming language of the answered question is more critical than the topic of the question. Furthermore, in the current state of SO, numerous experts are knowledgeable in one area but didn’t have the chance to answer any questions on this topic, which makes prior knowledge about experts misleading. Consequently, designing a model that can consider all these aspects is challenging.

The imbalanced class label in our dataset impacts F1-Score, and sensitivity only considers the positive class. Therefore, the average precision-recall score is a more reliable metric, accounting for both negative and positive classes with a focus on the negative class. Naive Bayes and Random Forest are profoundly impacted by our imbalanced dataset. Random Forest has the best capability in working with a high dimensional dataset, but decision trees are biased toward negative class and lead to the biased forest over the majority class. Logistic Regression and SVM overcome this overfitting by regularization.

The main problem with our dataset is its dimensionality, where the small number of TF-IDF terms
result in different subjects overlapping with each other, and the vast number of terms leads to the \textit{curse of dimensionality problem}\cite{7}. Furthermore, we compared our models using many metrics and recognize the best metric for our problem.

These results suggest that using machine learning algorithms could not solve this problem effectively. The reason is that the real dataset is extremely imbalanced. Millions of users did not answer a particular question, and only a handful of them might answer that, and finally, only one of those got accepted as the correct or best answer to that question. As the results suggest, this attribute of the data will impact all of these methods to some degree. As the Balanced Accuracy is around 50\% and Average Precision and Recall is near 20\%, these methods are on par entirely with the distribution of the dataset and are biased toward that. However, the methods that use regularization achieved the best results, and it is a powerful sign to prove that deep learning can handle these tasks more effectively. Furthermore, to overcome the dimensionality problem, we need to consider deep learning methods in addition to other parts of our final model. The next step in our study is creating a hybrid method utilizing traditional recommendation systems and a simple deep neural network.

4.2 Neural Expert Recommendation

4.2.1 Experimental Settings

To evaluate the performance of the expert recommender, for each question in the test set, 100 negative experts are randomly sampled, and the model ranks all users, including the user who has truly answered the question.
Table 4.1: Best Performance of Each NCF model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NDCG@10</th>
<th>HR@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMF</td>
<td>0.0518</td>
<td>0.1095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.0586</td>
<td>0.1219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NueMF</td>
<td>0.0586</td>
<td>0.1216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>0.0585</td>
<td>0.1215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on prediction. For instance, in the labelling of our data, the expert who answered the question has label 1 and others are zero, so the model should rank it higher than others. Afterwards, we applied rank-based metrics such as Hit Ratio (HR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [30] to evaluate the expert recommender. These metrics are calculated for the top 10 rank list. HR indicates whether the test expert is present in the top 10, and NDCG [30] considers the position of the hit by measuring higher scores for the top ranks.

We used this method and metrics so that we can compare it to NeuMF [31] result. Then, we calculated both metrics for each test user and reported the average score. We conducted this experiment for 20 iterations and chose the model with the best NDCG as the best iteration. Moreover, we explored the performance of NeuMF with both pre-trained and unpre-trained GMF and MLP models.

4.2.2 Baseline

We used the Matrix Factorization method [40] as the baseline for our model, which is the de-facto approach to latent factor model-based recommendation. This model performance highly relies on the choice of user-interaction function. This method uses direct factorization of the incomplete matrix into low-rank U and V, with an L1 sparsity penalty on the elements of U and an L2 penalty on the elements of V to complete the matrix. We solved the factorization by gradient descent and set the learning rate to 0.001 so that small steps are taken towards the minimum without jumping over it. Furthermore, the number of latent factors is set to default 10, which is recommended by the literature [40]. In this project, NeuMF aims to enhance this model by generalizing this user-interaction function using deep learning in the expert recommendation domain.

4.2.3 Results

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate the performance of the NCF framework in SO. MLP has the best NDCG and HR between the 5 models. Table 4.1 indicates the best performance of these models. MLP has better performance than MF as the baseline. However, results indicated that GMF is prone to overfitting with the lowest metrics and NueMF with pre-trained parameter initialization has the same performance as MLP. Consequently, these results exhibited that the latent factors have different weights, and expert and question latent are linearly related to each other.
Figure 4.2: Recommendation NDCG Performance of NCF framework in SO
Figure 4.3: Recommendation HR Performance of NCF framework in SO
The results indicated that the linear inner product is sufficient for learning the expert-question interaction data, but these latent features have distinctive weights. NueMF had better performance than MF. Each of MLP and GMF models took four hours to converge using 4 GPUs, NueMF with pre-trained parameters converged in 1 day, and NueMF without pre-trained parameters completed execution in 3 days. MF only needs 5 minutes to factorize the interaction matrix. Therefore, the computational overhead of NCF models is substantial without improving the performance dramatically. [19] found that many deep learning models bring tiny advancement in performance with thoroughly investigating the best hyper-parameters and compared their models to the normal baseline without tweaking the hyper-parameters for the best performance. In [19], the authors investigated the NCF framework and realized that this method didn’t have better performance than eALS[32], the state-of-the-art machine learning recommender. In this section, our results show the same outcome as [19], where NueMF improves MF by only 0.1%.

These findings give us a clear image of what we need to design to outperform the existing recommendation systems. Leaning heavily on small dimensional feature sets can not hugely improve the result of the deep networks, and in these situations, machine learning algorithms can manage the data computationally more cost effectively. On the other hand, machine learning algorithms are unsuitable for complex and multi-dimensional data like textual data. We already know that deep neural networks can slightly improve traditional recommendation methods. Also, we know that processing complex data such as texts is viable using deep neural networks. We saw the opportunity to fuse these two techniques to improve the accuracy of the ERS further. The result of the fusion method, also called Hierarchical Expert Recommendation (HER), is presented in the next section.

4.3 Hierarchical Expert Recommendation

4.3.1 Data Analysis

The dataset and the preprocessing has been described in previous sections. In this section, we perform an analysis of the dataset to better understand this data and help us evaluate the results more profoundly. Fig. 4.4 shows a histogram that plots the number of users against the number of answers. From Fig. 4.4, we note that most of the users have answered between 15 to 50 questions, and fewer users have answered more than 100 questions.

We also examine the types of questions answered by the expert users in our dataset. Fig. 4.5 shows the top 10 most used tags in questions answered by the expert users. The top 10 most used tags in the dataset appeared in more than 50% of the questions. We decided to choose the top 50 tags which covers more than 76% of the questions. Interestingly, we notice that close to 60% of the questions have used the top 10 most used tags and that the top two tags, Python and Javascript, made up more than 25% of the questions.

After retrieving the dataset, we extract the relevant user and question meta-data that are used as input features in the dense encoder of our HER model. Specifically, we extracted the following meta-data:
• Question features
  
  – Vote: Voting is how the community indicates which questions and answers are most useful and appropriate, which can be either affirmative or negative (i.e., upvote and downvote).
  
  – Tags: Binary indicator of the top 50 most used tags. For instance, if a question has “Python” and “Pandas” tags, the corresponding binary indicator for the two tags will be ‘1’, while the other tags’ binary indicators will be ‘0’.
  
  – Vote Difference: The difference between question’s number of upvotes and downvotes. Note that this feature could be a positive or negative value.
  
  – View Count: Number of times this question has been viewed.

• User features
  
  – Views: Number of times this user has been viewed on Stack Overflow.
  
  – Upvote: Number of affirmative votes the user has obtained in previous questions and answers.
  
  – Downvote: Number of negative votes the user has obtained in previous questions and answers.
  
  – Reputation: A user is awarded 10 reputation points for receiving an upvote on an answer given to a question and 10 points for an upvote for his or her answer and question.
The hierarchical encoder in HER takes in the question’s textual features (i.e., title and body) as input. To pre-process the questions’ textual features, we first lower-case all characters in the question text features. Next, we fix the length of sentences by limiting the number of words in each sentence and padding with white space the last sentences to equal length. Finally, we create equal-length questions by limiting the number of sentences in each question. The limits are set empirically by computing the average length of sentences and questions. Specifically, we choose 12 words as the maximum length of each sentence and limited the number of sentences in every question to 10.

### 4.3.2 Experimental Settings

The first step in the project is preparing the data. We used the Stack Overflow dataset between 2018 and 2019. As shown in the figure 3.2, the HER needs two different feature sets. Question texts consist of question text without stopwords and the code parts. We then make them all normalized by creating all non-capital characters, fixed-length sentences by limiting the number of words in each sentence, and padding the last sentences to make them equal in length and finally create equal length questions limiting the number of sentences in each question. For finding the limit for each part, we found the average length of sentences and the average length of questions beforehand. Then we choose them as the starting hyperparameter for our
model, and then using the validation set, we optimize them to have the best possible results. The second part is question and user features, both of them have identification part and feature part. We encode these IDs to one-hot encoding and normalize the static features and tags with scalers.

**Baselines.** We benchmark HER against the commonly-used recommendation methods: Matrix Factorization (MF), Deep Factorization Machine (DeepFM) [28], and Product-Based Neural Network (PNN) [53]. DeepFM utilizes Factorization Machine (FM) [57] to extract latent features for questions and users based on their interaction and features.

**Training and Testing Set.** In our experiments, we adopt an 80-20 split, where for each dataset, 80% of the questions are used for training with the remaining 20% used for testing. Our recommendation task’s goal is to recommend a more relevant user (expert) to the specific question. Therefore, we only care about the presence of the expert in our recommended user list. As we do not have any negative samples on our dataset, we randomly generate 100 users as our negative samples. We put the expert between these negative samples to see if our model can rank the expert higher than the others.

**Evaluation Metrics.** We adopt evaluation metrics that are commonly used in recommendation studies. Specifically, we adopted the following evaluation metrics:

- **Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR),** is a statistic ranking correctness measure of possible responses to the number of queries ordered by their predicted correctness value.

- **Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG),** is a measure of ranking quality. In information retrieval, it is often used to measure the effectiveness of retrieved results. Using a graded relevance scale of items in a system result set, DCG measures the usefulness or gain of an item based on its position in the result list. The gain is accumulated from the top of the result list to the bottom, with the gain of each result discounted at lower ranks. To make this measurement comparable and independent of the context of our system, we divide the DCG by the ideal DCG to have a number between 0 and 1 and call it NDCG.

- **Hit Rate (HR),** is the percentage of relevant item presence in the retrieved item list.

### 4.3.3 Results

Table 4.3 shows the experiment results. We observe that HER outperforms all the baselines. We note the poor performance of MF, which highlights the challenge of adopting collaborative filtering approach for expert recommendation task. We also observe that DeepFM was able to outperform PNN. However, HER has achieved better results on the expert recommendation task, demonstrating the model’s ability to learn a better representations of the questions and user expertise.

One of the most informative features used in expert recommendation is the question tags. This raises some concerns about the effectiveness of the proposed model because tags are directly used by Dense Encoder and it can bias the model toward the the dominant tags. In order to eliminate this concern, we decide to conduct
Table 4.3: Main Data-set Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>HR@1</th>
<th>HR@5</th>
<th>HR@10</th>
<th>HR@50</th>
<th>NDCG@5</th>
<th>NDCG@10</th>
<th>NDCG@50</th>
<th>MRR@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0498</td>
<td>0.1001</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>0.0456</td>
<td>0.1291</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
<td>0.1227</td>
<td>0.1850</td>
<td>0.5662</td>
<td>0.0833</td>
<td>0.1033</td>
<td>0.1835</td>
<td>0.0692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepFM</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>0.1285</td>
<td>0.1926</td>
<td>0.5828</td>
<td>0.0900</td>
<td>0.1106</td>
<td>0.1928</td>
<td>0.0729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER</td>
<td>0.0527</td>
<td>0.1375</td>
<td>0.1999</td>
<td>0.5884</td>
<td>0.0959</td>
<td>0.1159</td>
<td>0.1983</td>
<td>0.0758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Python Data-set Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>HR@1</th>
<th>HR@5</th>
<th>HR@10</th>
<th>HR@50</th>
<th>NDCG@5</th>
<th>NDCG@10</th>
<th>NDCG@50</th>
<th>MRR@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
<td>0.1206</td>
<td>0.5683</td>
<td>0.0377</td>
<td>0.0559</td>
<td>0.1497</td>
<td>0.0481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepFM</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
<td>0.1025</td>
<td>0.1729</td>
<td>0.6248</td>
<td>0.0649</td>
<td>0.0874</td>
<td>0.1822</td>
<td>0.0628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>0.0995</td>
<td>0.1629</td>
<td>0.6280</td>
<td>0.0642</td>
<td>0.0845</td>
<td>0.1831</td>
<td>0.0626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER</td>
<td>0.0400</td>
<td>0.1150</td>
<td>0.1698</td>
<td>0.6395</td>
<td>0.0779</td>
<td>0.0954</td>
<td>0.1936</td>
<td>0.0676</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

two different experiments using only one tag to check the effectiveness of our final model in comparison to the baselines. To analyze the effectiveness of the hierarchical encoder, which learns question representation from text instead of tags, we conducted further experiments that evaluate the model’s performance when limiting the importance of question tag features.

Specifically, we created two separate sub-sample of the main dataset used in our experiments, where each sub-sampled dataset only contains questions of a specific tag. We selected the top two used tags in our dataset, namely, “Python” and “Javascript”. The distributions of the user-answered question interactions for the two sub-sampled datasets are shown in Table 4.2.

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 present the expert recommendation results on the two sub-sampled datasets. We observed a significant decrease in the performance of all models. Nevertheless, HER still outperforms the baselines in both sub-samples, demonstrating the hierarchical encoder’s effectiveness in learning better question representation from the rich question textual information.

Table 4.5: JavaScript Data-set Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>HR@1</th>
<th>HR@5</th>
<th>HR@10</th>
<th>HR@50</th>
<th>NDCG@5</th>
<th>NDCG@10</th>
<th>NDCG@50</th>
<th>MRR@100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>0.0071</td>
<td>0.0491</td>
<td>0.1032</td>
<td>0.5429</td>
<td>0.0274</td>
<td>0.0445</td>
<td>0.1380</td>
<td>0.0432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepFM</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
<td>0.1067</td>
<td>0.1814</td>
<td>0.5989</td>
<td>0.0698</td>
<td>0.0939</td>
<td>0.1824</td>
<td>0.0654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNN</td>
<td>0.0352</td>
<td>0.1097</td>
<td>0.1846</td>
<td>0.5827</td>
<td>0.0725</td>
<td>0.0964</td>
<td>0.1807</td>
<td>0.0659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER</td>
<td>0.0386</td>
<td>0.1228</td>
<td>0.1976</td>
<td>0.6043</td>
<td>0.0808</td>
<td>0.1048</td>
<td>0.1900</td>
<td>0.0696</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.4 Explaining Expert Recommendation

The last problem that we had with our architecture was explainability. One of the disadvantages of using deep learning is that we usually do not have any explanation about how the model works and, in our case, why our model suggests a user answer a specific question. To overcome this problem, we decided to extract the Hierarchical Encoder weights and apply them to each sentence and words to find their importance in order to create explainable descriptions for our recommendations.

To analyze how our HER model is able to extract important features from the textual information to perform expert recommendation, we examine the most salient sections of a single question’s latent representations. We adopt the saliency score defined by [42] to measure the saliency of input features. The score indicates how sensitive a model is to the changes in the embedding input, i.e., in our case, how much a specific word or sentence contributes to the final recommendation decision. Fig. 4.6 the visualized computed saliency scores at sentence level (red) and word level (blue). Note that the more salient a sentence in the question, the darker its shade of red. Similarly, the more salient a word in a sentence, the darker its shade of blue.

As shown in Fig. 4.6, we noted that the first sentence is observed to be most salient. In our model, the first sentence is the title of the question. Unsurprisingly, users who ask questions would try to summarize the question in its title before describing the problem in greater detail in the question body. We didn’t observe any specific patterns in highlighting the most salient words in a sentence. However, we note that descriptive words such as the question domain expertise are highlighted (e.g., “Python”). The visualized saliency scores demonstrated the effectiveness of HER’s hierarchical encoder in modeling the rich content in the question textual descriptions.
How can I get Python to trigger a process based on an incoming string from serial listening?

Totally new to Python. Working with a Raspberry Pi and Rockblock 2 satellite SBD transceiver connected over FTDI cable. Have managed enough python code to listen to the rockblock to catch a SBDRING trigger. Once received I need it to recognise this so I can try to get it to take an action. My code here fails to trigger and just keeps listening. Is there some rule or reason I’ve not been able to find as to why the python equalto won't work on what is being listened to?

Expected result: on display a new line ticks over every 5 seconds. When "SBDRING" appears it should be followed by "Message detected!" and carrying on. Actual result: on display a new line ticks over every 5 seconds. When "SBDRING" appears it does not displays "Message detected!", just carries on. I intend to replace the 'print "Message detected!"' part with a actual action once it functions.

How can I get python to trigger a process based on an incoming string from serial listening?

Totally new to Python. Working with a Raspberry Pi and Rockblock 2 satellite SBD transceiver connected over FTDI cable. Have managed enough python code to listen to the rockblock to catch a SBDRING trigger. Once received I need it to recognise this so I can try to get it to take an action. My code here fails to trigger and just keeps listening. Is there some rule or reason I’ve not been able to find as to why the python equalto won't work on what is being listened to?

Expected result: on display a new line ticks over every 5 seconds. When "SBDRING" appears it should be followed by "Message detected!" and carrying on. Actual result: on display a new line ticks over every 5 seconds. When "SBDRING" appears it does not displays "Message detected!", just carries on. I intend to replace the 'print "Message detected!"' part with a actual action once it functions.

**Figure 4.6:** Visualized saliency scores on a sampled question.
The more salient a sentence in the question, the darker its shade of red. Similarly, the more salient a word in a sentence, the darker its shade of blue.
5 Conclusion and Future Directions

At first, we proposed a machine learning pipeline for expert recommendation in StackOverflow and designed features that are representative of users and questions. We bench Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Logistic Regression, and Random Forest methods on the 2019 SO dataset. SVM model performs the best in recommending an expert who would answer the question and not recommending an expert who would not answer the question, and Logistic Regression has the best performance in finding the experts who will answer the question. We examined these methods using textual features from question titles, and experts answered question titles that result in a close performance compared to the prior work on the earlier version of the dataset.

Secondly, we investigated the application of the collaborative filtering NCF framework in SO platform. The results projected that latent features were not equally important, which further indicated the need to utilize content-based filtering recommenders in SO to consider textual features of questions and experts’ field of interest. Moreover, attention-based neural networks [69] is a probable venue for the future of expert recommenders due to its capacity to identify the critical latent features in the interaction matrix.

At last, we proposed the Hierarchical Expert Recommendation (HER) model, a deep learning recommender system that recommends experts to answer a given question in the CQA platform. Specifically, HER utilizes hierarchical attention-based neural networks to learn a better representation of the questions and ultimately models the users’ expertise through the user-question interactions. We conducted extensive experiments on a large real-world Stack Overflow dataset and benchmarked HER against the state-of-the-art baselines. The results from our extensive experiments shown that HER outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines in recommending experts to answer questions in the Stack Overflow.

In the current recommendation setting, we assume that every user has an equal boolean relationship to each question. i.e., each user has the same opportunity to answer a given question. However, the real-world setting may be more complicated than this. For instance, it is unlikely a user would answer a question that has been answered by another user, especially when the provided answer has been accepted by the questioner. Therefore, we might need to consider the sequential, temporal, and dynamic attributes in future recommendation.

For future work, we aim to investigate the applicability of dimension reduction methods such as Principal Component Analysis in our problem. Besides, we can design a mixture of both SVM and Logistic Regression methods, where the result of Logistic Regression probability is also fed into the SVM model. Furthermore, we can design a model to recommend based on tags and their respective order and compare its performance.
to our current results. We would also need to perform more ablation studies to understand the effectiveness of different components in the HER model and test the model’s robustness by conducting experiments on other CQA datasets. We could also design experiments to highlight the explainability of our model; the hierarchical attention could be visualized to showcase which questions or keywords helped decide if we should recommend a particular question to the user.

The other aspect of the project that we plan to work on is more diverse in scope. We want to investigate how fair is our recommendation system. Giving all opportunities to only a group of users as experts can negatively impact community growth. We should give all users a fair chance to become experts in the algorithms. The other aspect would be how diverse our recommendations are. If we only tap into one of the expertise of an expert, it can ruin this expert experience of this service, and we miss the opportunity to answer some questions based on the other knowledge of that expert.

There are other ways to improve upon our proposed model. For instance, we can use other multi-domain datasets like Github and Stack Overflow, which enables us to use Github information of a user to gather more data about user expertise and improve our recommendation. The other way can be creating a graph of questions and creating a knowledge graph first to have a more profound understanding of how questions are connected and how experts are correlated to help us find better candidates to answer a specific question.
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